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ABSTRACT

Although great attention has been paid to space weapons in relation to the
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), there seems to be little recognition that
platforms perfornng an SDI role could establish a space blockade. The United
States must recognize the feasibility of such a blockade and take step , to offset
it. Possible steps include depending on arms control pacts to keep weapons G.:
of space, developing terrestrial systems for use in breaking a blockade, or putting
weapons in space before an adversary can establish a blockade.

Problems in verifying the nature of orbiting vehicles reduce the reliability of
arms control. Advantages space weapons will have over surface-based systems
argut. against depcdeqce on restorative measures undertaken from the ground.
Thus, putting weapons in space is an option that should be explored.

There are, of course, arguments against this option, Peraps the most cogent
is that using space for military ends may be destabilizing. Merely placing US
weapons in low orbit, even if they were deployed solely for SDI, would threaten
rivals because of the possibility of a US blockade. Moreover, such platforms
would be vulnerable if another power put weapons in orbit. However, a mix of
low-orbit SDI forces and high-orbit reserve forces should be less vulnerable and
less threatening. Such a defense could be improved by creating a high-orbit
keep-out zone for each space power.
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CADRE PAPER

DEFENDING AGAINST A SPACE BLOCKADE

THE UNITED STATES is presently capability is not something a nation
analyzing the potential of space-based building a defense against ballistic
boost-phase intercept weapons for missiles can select or reject. Develop-

defense against nuclear ballistic mis- ing a blockade capability is an in-

sile attack. Framed by the widespread evitable by-product of SDI research

fear of nuclear war, the Strategic and development. Having even a frac-

focuses on i- tionally effective SDI system in space
Defense Initiative SDI) lare num- would give a nation a significant block-tercepting and destroying large num- adcpbityThtaailywodade capability. That capability would
bers of missiles, especially during the be attainable much sooner than an
powered stage of flight. This emphasis all-out strategic shield. Moreover, it is
on full strategic defense capability far more feasible technologically and
against mass attack overshadows the would be much less expensive.
implications of such weapcnz at levels Any nation achieving an enduring
of conflict much iower tlhdn all-out space blockade would not only reserve
nuclear war. A major implication is to itself the opportunity for deploying a
the possibility that the first nation* to space-based strategic defense shield

deploy boost-phase intercept weapons but would also gain significant ad-

could use them to exclude all other vantages in conventional terrestrial

nations from space.' By maintaining military operations. These advantages

such a space blockade, a nation might would stem directly from a monopoly
2 of space-based intelligence, com-

be abie to control space indefinitely. munications, navigation, weather,
Although a space blockade might not mapping, and other military support
be able to defeat massive numbers of platforms. Such advantages com-
neclear ballistic missiles, such an at- bined with the potential for precluding
tack would continue to be deterred by launch of an adversary's advanced re-
the threat of response in kind, and less search vehicles and for gaining
massive deployments, bearing nuclear decisive political leverage may have
or nonnuclear payloads, could be more to do with the Soviet position on
Intercepted and destroyed. Such arms limitation and SDI than do the

scould include another na- more publicized consequences of effec-
tion's boost-phase intercept capabtty tive strategic nuclear defense.
tionas boost-hase interncep pab . The Soviets have stated that
as well as intelligence platforms, American ideas about knocking down
weather satellites, and communica- massive numbers of simultaneously
tions stations. launched intercontinental ballistic

Blockading space is, of course, an missiles (ICBMs) will not work.3 They
option that a nation cnuld decide not have said little or nothing about the
to exercise, but developing a blockade potential effectiveness of a space

*Since the Soviet Union is the United Stales' primary space rival, that nation Is used often in this article as the
example. but many of the author's arguments would apply to any rival who develops similar capabilities.
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blockade against less massive deplov- not be rectified, the high-water mark of
inents. Soviet fear that the lltiited American influence would be history.
States may gain this capability could (For example, even if the Soviet Union
be the primary reason the Soviets are permitted US space deployments it had
urging the United States to abandon certified weapon-free, American
plans to place weapons in space. military power would be severely con-

strained.)
Whether or not the Soviets fear a

potential US space blockade, the The purpose of th!s paper is to point
United States should fear the conse- I out the implications once any nation
quences of Soviet development of a orbits boost-phase intercept weapons
blockade capability. Direct confronta- and to underline the consequences if
lions between the United States and the United States is second. The
the Soviet Union have in fact occurred, reasons for this concern are the pos-
and they all were blockades (two block- sibilities that Soviet objectives include
ades of Berlin and one of Cuba). In expansion of its military space power4

ca-h ,'e. even though its adversary and that the Soviet Union is currently
had nuclear weapons, the blockading developing weapons capable of boost-
nation tried to stem the buildup of phase attack"
niilitary or politk.lii power of its What military and political dilen-
primary adversary near the blockading mas could a space blockade cause? Is
nation's territory. The Soviets might the simple solution "don't be second"
view potential American space weapon enough to avoid a space blockade?
deployments as constituting a similar Could all these problems be precluded
buildup in military and political power by banning weapons from space?
near tie borders of the Soviet Union. These questions raise issues that
If the Soviets acted to head off such a should now be as thoroughly analyzed
buildup through a space blockade, his- as space-based ballistic missile inter-
torv could repeat a familiar pattern, diction has been. This article is meant

Of course, Americans cannot know to be a first and admittedly incomplete
for certain whether the Soviets will start for such analysis.
develop a space blockade capability or There appear to be two ways a space
whether they would use such a blockade could occur: as a result of
capability once they achieved It. The single occupancy (where only one side
only sure way of findi;,g out would be has weapons based in space) or as a
to do not hing and see what happens. result of a surprise attack in space that
Conducting such an experiment would converted co-occupancy to single oc-
be tantamount to withdrawing US cupancy. The following discussion Is
forces from Western Europe to deter- mainly concerned with US alternatives
mine whether they are really needed in such circumstances although much
there. Americans have not been will- of the discussion would be germane to
ing to conduct that experiment in any nation facing similar problems.
Western Euirope. Once Americans be-
come aware of what Is at risk In space.
it would seem they would be evti less
willing to t ry such an experiment there. Blockade after Single
Space domination would afford an ad- Occupancy
versary the opportunity to place
weapons wit hin a few hundred miles of Once an enemy unilaterally occupied
any point in the United States or the space and Implemented a blockade, a
world. If space were to be unilaterally US president would have only two op-
occupied (occupied in its military tions: to tolerate a blockade or to react
sense) bv an enemy of the United to it. Neither option appears attrac-
States, and If such a situation could live.
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Tolerating a Blockade have little choice but to use (or
threaten to use) military force. Unfor-

if a president chose to tolerate a tunately, the prospects for force in this
blockade, he or she would be ceding to situation seem less than favorable.
the adversary all the benefits of space- whether a president were to opt to
based platforms. As noted, these atlackablockade diret l, or indirectly.
would include all the force enhance-

etcapabilities presently based i To directly attack a space blockade
space (plus those that ight be following an adversary's unilateral oc-

developed in the future). The inimedi- Cupation of space, the United States

ate conseqUence of this predicament is would appear to have recouse only to

plainly stated by Gen Robert T. Herres, such weapons as ground-launched an-

vice-chairman of the Joint Chiefs of tisatellites (ASATs), air-launched
Staff. "It is clear that tile use of space rASATs, and groud-based directed-
can provide a decisive edge. Modern energy weapons (DEWs). Each of
military forces cannot expect success these weapon systems wold have
if they are denied that edge while specific deliciencics when used :n an
operating against forces who enju, the attempt to break a space blockade.

support provided by space-based sys- A mass attack by grotind-launched
tens."3 ASAT rockets would lace attrition

In the long term, tolerating a block- during boost phase " Depending on
ade would hamper US ability to plan boost-phase intercept efliciency, the
reactively,.7  US military planners attrition ground-based ASATs woui'd
would have to try to tailor forces to suffer might be quite severe. This
evolving threats without benefit of could make breaking a space blockade
satellith intelligence, on the types and very expensiv-perhaps many times
deployment of adversarial forces. more expensive than it would be for the
Given the closed nature ofthe societies blockader to deploy reinforcements. It,
of some potential US adversaries, only this way the much-touted "cost-effec-
limited capabilities to replace such in- tiveness at the margin" ' could operate
telligence would exist. In addition, a in the blockader's favor.'
decision to tolerate a space blockade Air-launched ASATs would endure a
would allow an adversary to deploy a shorter period of boost-phase vul-
stratey defense at leisre. nerability because they would be

iauncneu above most of the atrios

Reacting to a Blockade phere. However, the number of ASAT
missiles that could be simultaneously

Assu iming a president had tie public launched wuld be limited by t lie num-
backing necessary to respond to a ber of a'.crafl modified for this pur-
space biockade, US options would pose. m addition, as ASAT-carrying
again seem to fall into two categories- a"-c.afl ..... '. t .- , they
military or nonmilitary responses." could be vulnerable to the weapons
Nonmilitary responses (political, used to attack the missiles.' 2 An at-
economic, etc.) dto not seem to con- tack onASAT-iaunching aircraft would
stitute credible (,pfions because they widen a limited space war to the air
are unlikely to be strong enough to medium and cause human casualties,
offset the advantages accruing to a injecting further emotional and poten-
blockader. One would be hard pressed ially escalatory elements into a con-
to produce a historical example in flict that crisis management ini iatives
which nonmilitary responses not would be operating to constrain. In
backed by the threat of military force such a ease, it might be arguable as to
have broken a bl(.kade, which side was widening the conflict to

Thus, a president tiyii g to restore the atr mediulm. As a result, the
American space access would seem to United Slates might face an unlf)r-
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tunate 'hoicc between accepting at Would be tree of dangerous escalatory
least some oft he onus for widening t he risks.
conflict or of lii n, tile types of Consider. f ,r example, the risk in-
weapOns it could use. volved in altilclptllg to cal, out tile

(irouid-1 based )EWs (groun d base(l first plan bv destrovit.g launch
Groud-hsed F~s(grund-asc lail~iit ies. S5c 11 1ia atG tack (launichenlasers, for example) would avoidt lilth

problems of boost )hase be'aI!5C against il adversary's sovereigl ter-

)EWs act instantaneously. However. ritory) woul( obvio1slv entail ilhe risk

aniofl other problels, even a l)EW of nuclear escalation, particularly if

nust be able to) locate its target, and peiet ration of the blockader's tronti ers

space is a very big place. Even if wt e d i ed . St( li ti-iei rdt on
I)EWs -knew" the a)proximate loca- might well be interpreted as a iii .c'lear

lions of weapon platforms suppor' ing, attack. Even ifattack without warning
a spae lokdcould be achieved (perhaps by usingwspac blockade, such platforms convent onally ar ned stealth cnise

woul probabiv b~e designed with
stealth elements so that they would -missiles or some other such weapon)

have low-observabe designs with there would be an incalculable risk

respect to earth-based radars. ' Thus, that i~t. cini.my might tni~int(-i )ret tho'

a ground-based DEW could have great conventional nature of the attack and

diflfculty in precisely targeting space- lau nch a -tuclcar rcta!iat ion.

based weapons. The best way to make Moreover, in the case of tihe Soviet

a DEW effec ive would seem to be rise Union. targets of' mililary value are

of "artillery-spotter" satellites that hiarleried against attack (or designed

could precisely identify target loca- to be mobile and hidden) as a matter of

tions. Such satellites might be able to course. Thus, conventional attacks

spot blockading space platforms more might be less than successful.

easily tlhan ground installations both Consider now the probems inherent

because they could approach closer in trying to carry out tie second plan

and because they could view these by trying !o destroy the blockading
plat fornls from different and thus more nation's will. Assume, for the sake of
observable angles. The problem is, un- argument. that the blockader is the
less a nation put such satellites in Soviet Union and that such a conflict

place before a blockade was instituted, could be conducted without escalating
it would be difficult or even impossible to nuclear war (tha, -- k, of course,
to get them into space. would exist and would be al excellent

counterargument against this plan).
Ifthe Itnited States concluded that In this scenario, the United States

becauseofthe problemsjust discussed would select, threaten, and, ff neces-
it could not effectively carry out a direct sarattac aganst b-lokade itsonlyy, begin to dest.oy (using conven-
attack against a blockade, its only tional weapons) targets so valuable to
remaining option would be to widen the Soviet Union that it would give tip
the conflict by indirectly attacking the it., space blockade rather tnan iisk
blockade. It could try to destroy ter- further destruction. However, the
restrial targets critical to operating the Soviets could counter US conventional
blockade or try to destroy targets the attacks with a response in kind (espe-
blockading nation valued so highly cially in view of Soviet development ol
that it would relent. Presumably the "quiet" submarines, which could be
United States would adopt limited oh- armed with "stealthy cruise missiles).
jectives in following either of these In fact. Soviet planners would be
plans since it would riot wish the presented with a farrichertarget selec-
widening war to escalate to nuclear tion than IheirAmerican cotnterparts.
war with its risk of annihilation. Un- ,,,yonJ this mbalance, the tltld
fortunately, neither of these plans States has a far mnore extensive and
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independent i,-.ws media than the example, even if co-occupancy were
Soviet tJP',% and thus could expect agreed upon, the United States would
tar mor- _.ernal coverage of damage have no way of ensuring that its
frorn an exchange of conventional at- deployments of space weapons would
t-.,.ks. The United States would there- be conducted in chronological concert
fore appear to be the more sensitive in with those of the Soviet Union. The
a conventional exchange-it would Soviets would have many oppor-
suffer more. Given all of the above, tunitlies for complaints and requests
there seems little reason to believe the for delay that could be based on
IUnited States would win the contest of fabrications. If the United States
wills that would surely result from fol- slowed its program based on such
lmving this plan. complaints. it might awaken to find it

In short, all the possible reactions to had been or was being left behind. In

a space blockade following single oc- short, there appears to be no way to
cupancy of space present unfavorable ensure a tie in putting weapons into
consequences. Toleration of a block- space.

ade would likely lead to permanent The second problem is that low-orbit
power loss. nonmilitary responses his- co-occupancy, even if achieved, could
toricallv have been ineffective, and be turned (by a surptsc preemptive
military responses would carry seveie attack) into single occupancy. The
risks of nuclear escalation or of un- preempted nation would then suffer all
iavorable results even if nuclear war the consequences already discussed.
were avoided. Thus, being the second To be within range of ground-
nat ion to carry SDI-type weapons into launched vehicles, the boost-phase in-
space could leave the United States in tercept weapons of both sides must
a classic dilemma in which all Optians orbit at relatively low altitude (ap-
are unsatisfactory. An obvious solu- proximately 500 to 2,500 miles above
lion would seem to be to avoid the the earth). This low-orbit requirement
dilemma-t hat is, avoid being second is established by the projected lethal
bv (if not occupying space unilaterally) range of directed-energy weapons, at
('0-OcCi pying space. However. there least within presently anticipated
are also problems with this answer. technological constraints. Also, the

intercept weapons must spread out
along their orbits to fill all the gaps. or

Low-Orbit Co-Occupancy of weak areas, as the platforms revolve
around the earth. Without continuousSpace coverage of the opponent's ground mis-
sile sites by a procession of intercept

If one agrees that the domination of weapons, ICBMs could be launched
space through a blockade is an ad- through the gaps in the missile
vantage neit her superpower can afford defense. With a large number of inter-
to cede to the other, it may appear that cept weapons providing continuous
the solution with the least threatening coverage of ground positions within
consequences for both sides is co- roughly a 2,000-mile thick orbital
o(cupancy. However, two problems band around the earth, two forces

work against tlhe adoption of this solu- would, even in peacetime. Infiltrate
tion. especially from the US point of and envelop each other, seriously
view. diminishing their ability to defend

teihemseives. Their proAhnlty and pcr-

The first problem is that neither side ceived vulnerability would set a hair
(,an ensire its adversary's cooperation, trigger on surpr!se, preemptive ac-
particularly when deploying systems tion. 7 

11 Such attacks could be made
each side considers threatening. For with either direct fire from satellite
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weapons or accomplished with space associated with detectling banrud
mines,. equipment in space2 ' and with taking

Readers may object that national restorative measures if a treatv viola

space forces could be segregated in tion were detected. Tle (dillier ics

-keep-out" zones so 1hat infiltration associated with attenpting o v ril
and envelopment would be avoided, compliance through dee(i Iii)i
Other considerations aside, the eflec- banned equipment cari best be dis
tive ranges of projected boost-phase cussed by looking at the periods when
intercept weapons, the requirement for such detection could oc-ir: )etor. or
continuous coverage of launch sites, after launch.
and the relatively limited volume of
low-orbit space mean that some por-
tion of two or more SDI-type space Detection before Launch
forces would be intermixed and within Detection of banned equi iiii
range of each other at various times.Mor,,-,cr, hisproxmit prolem before it was launched could he at-
Morecver, this proximity problem tempted in at least two wavs. Theli tirs
would worsen as the number of plat- of these would be by using satellitc-
forms in low orbit increased. Keep-out
zones are discussed in greater detail gathered intelligence to differentiate

legal fron-, banned payloads. ttowcver.
later in relation to higher orbits where lea fr bann payods o eer

thevcoud bemor useul.there are- many methods foir degradinithey could be more useful, satellite-gathered intelligence capa-

he )roblems of co-occupancy thus bilitles. For example, the Soviet Union
seem to array themselves in twin has built gigantic buildings -oiilv
paradoxes. First, the superpowers' ad- somewhat smaller than the great pvr-
versarial roles dictate that neither side amids" that would block a satellite
can afford to be second in taking assessment of Soviet space armsS 24

weapons into space, but these roles are productoln.

antithetical to the cooperation neces- A second way to try to detect banned
sary to ensure co-deployment, equipment while still on the ground
Second. if co-occupancy were some- would be through in-country inspec-
how achieved, intermixed low-orbit lion of payloads, and there seem to be
weapons would create massive incen- two methods for accomplishing such
lives to shoot first. Thus, strategic inspections. One method would be to

defensive systems deployed to low- inspect assembled payloadsjust beflore
orbit space from purely defensive in- launch. However, only a cursory 6e
tentions would likely create conditions gree of inspection can be conductcd
even less stable than the status quo. just prior to launch without taking the

payload apart. For satellites con-
structed in totally dust-free enviror-

Banning Space-Based Arms ments. almost any inspectiou would
cause contamination an(] larger saiel

Readers might now ask, "Why not lites would likely contain factory-
avoid all of the difficulties discussed so seated parts. To use tie second

far by the use of agreements banning on-the-ground mclod of vvrt vi ug
weapons from space?'' Stch an ap- what was on a satellite, one would nit-,c
wpronhis frlseto Such. an ape to have the satellite's planis a rd if)
proach is unlikely to work. Beyond the follow the satellite through prom rt iire
problems thai present themselves Aside from the obvious probl cnris wit h
when concluding any arms control these methods, hoth wol d sr1i c t i
treaty and the problem of ensuring space power's most secret techiolo,.ire
adversarial cooperation2 ' just dis- to the close scnutiny of its priouiry
cussed, there are special difficulties space competitor. l'his. to I ie (dcg lee
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gathered from permitted satellites. Enhancing Survivability of
Experts would be required to interpret Space Forces
such data, and they might find it dif-
ficult to prove that the data constituted
a "smoking gun," especially in the face The United States does not need t0
of denials, accusations that the inter- wait for the problems discussed earlier
pretations were politically motivated, in this article to occur or to depend on
alternative interpretatins by other ex- a thas ar ms accord. to d pe c-
perts, and declarations that small- a space arms accord, to build inspec-
scale violations were inconsequential. Uon equipment, and to hope for the
Additional ambiguity might arise if best. Americans do not have to either

tests of space weapons were called accept the consequences of single oc-
something else by adversarial cupancy by an adversary or live with
authorities.3 the hazards of co-occupancy in low

orbit. There is another approach to
In short, it is unlikely that violations defending US interests in space. This

of a space weapons ban could be al'ernative is to ensure the sur-
detected with reasonable certainty. vivability of US space forces even
However, to complete this analysis, the under conditions of co-occupancy,
author is willing to assume such through a combination of low- and
weapons could be detected. The ques- hrgh aominai of low tad
tion then becomes whether weapons high-orbit platforms. Once the United
(or tests of weapons) could be detected States had this mix of platforms in high
in time for the United States to take and low orbits, co-occupancy would be

restorative measures.31 The author much less threatening. The mix would
sees no reason to believe that such a improve mutual stability between the
margin for error would exist, especially United States and its competitors in
if a US space weapons production and space. Low-orbit platforms would pro-
deployment program had to be put vide the boost-phase intercept
together from scratch after a treaty capability required. High-orbit plat-
violation was detected. For example, forms would serve a dual role. Some
James Oberg, an expert on the Soviet of the high-orbit platforms would pro-
space program has expressed anxiety vide an antisatellite defense capability.
with regard to the payload capability of Others would serve as a reserveforce
the new 2,000-ton Soviet Energia of b o uldhse r e ea ons that
booster. "A few [emphasis added] of boost-phase intercept weapons that
payloads like this would allow the could be called down into low orbit to
Soviets to set up an orbiting battle replace damaged or destroyed plat-
station system and to deny space to forms. This strategy of combined low-
any payloads that did not meet with and high-orbit platforms provides
their approval. "

3
2  

3 space survivability through methods
the United States can control (that is,

From the preceding discussion, it without depending on an adversary's
would appear that there is reasonable good faith). It avoids the problems of
doubt as to the effectiveness of an arms arms verification in space. It also en-
ban in defending American interests in
space. Some of the problems that sures the survivability of US space
present themselves might not be solv- weapon forces ein the aggregate)
able: consequently, the deployment of without relying entirely upon difficult,
weapons to space might be unprevent- continually evolving technologies to
able. Thus, It seems reasonable to shield low-orbit systems and allows
consider another approach that might space-based forces to take measures in
offer a more stable situation. concert for their mutual defense.
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Problems of Low-Orbit Shield requirement to shutter sensors.
Tecbnology I)uvers for heat radiation, if closed to

protect the satellite's sensitive com-
Most proponents ofstrategic defense ponents from the heat of the attack,

who have responded to the vul- could hinder vital cooling systems. :'G
nerabilitv issue have expounded upon Antennas and sen''.ors as well as mir-
the at)ilitv of such technological rors for ground-originated directed
devices as shields to achieve sur- energy could be vulnerable at the
vivability. :" The have focused upon attack's onset. Even if each of these
the strategic defense purpose of SDI- problems could be overcome, they are
type weapois and have made a related only samples of what must be solved in
assumption that all such defensive following a purely technological ap-
systenis should be placed in low orbit proach. One could attempt to offset
(that is. within range to destroy boost- these types of problems by deploying
ing ballistic missiles'. However, there many platforms to achieve redun-
are both general and specific disad- dancy, but this would be no solution if
vantages to an approach that depends the adversary has equivalent numbers
only on devices to achieve sur- of weapons.

vivability. it would be wrong to declare these
Generally, since there is no "cover" problems unsolvable: Americans have

and no place to "dig in" in space, no met many complex challenges with
inherent advantage accrues to the technological solutions. But such
defense in a battle between space solutions appear to be very expensive
forces. This means that if US space and in this case such an approach
platforms are to survive preemptive at- might mean trying to build invul-
tack, US space shield technology nerable weapons. So far, at least, such
would have to stay one step ahead of weapons have proved illusory.
Soviet technological capabilities for at-
tacking shielded satellites. Since it
would be difficult to assess exactly Deployment Strategy
what Soviet attack capabilities would
be. US space capabilities would, at If a nation were unconstrained by a
great expense, have to continually an- strategy that assumed the need to
ticipate, both in research and deploy- deploy all its space weapons in low
ment, potential Soviet advancements, orbit for prompt use against ICBMs, a

Specifically, many space system vul- portion of those weapons could be
nerabilit ies would plague a solely tech- made more survivable by placing them
nological approach to survivability in in higher orbits. This portion would
space. For example, as low orbits have increased survivability because it
became more densely populated, space would be more difficult to find and
weapon platforms would face potential attack. Such a reserve force would, in
attack from many directions, creating effect, have a primary mission of sur-
a requirement for ormnl-directional vival. The balance of weapons could be
shield. If an attack hit any part of a placed in low orbit, where, at a mini-
satellite (including its shield), the mum, they could be useful against ac-
satellite would move due to impact and cidental or third-nation ballistic
jetting effects. These hits would help missile attacks. There appears to be a
illuminate the satellite to targeting point where the percentage of forces
sensors and thus aid an attacker in that are preserved from attack (those
continuing the attack. The vibrations in high orbits) would be great -nough
and motions caused by the attack that an adversary could not decisively
would hinder retaliation by the at- preempt an opponent.
tacked platform's own finely tuned tar- Merely using high orbit to enhance
geting mechanisms, as would the survivability of a portion of space
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forces would not provide a permanent miles, might extend 5,000 miles from
solution to tile vulnerability problem. the baseline orbit.' Thus, attackers
There is a finite amount of orbital would have to traverse 2,000 miles of
space, even in higher orbits, and this potentially hostile space before being
space eventually could be slowly but able to attack. This would give the
systematically searched by an defense time to react.4
adversary's detection satellites (for ex- An objection to this approach is that
ample, in highly elliptical, precessing t woujeuire o ificacis to
orbits). 7 Thus, the advantage to be it would require modifications to

gained by hiding in higher orbits could present international space law before
no such expansive armed zones could berot by itself be permanent. created to separate potential bel-

An idea that more directly addresses ligerents. However, since it would be
this problem is the concept of ex- in the Interest of each side to have time
clusionary or keep-out zones in high to preserve its forces, each would have
orbit. If zones could be established incentives to negotiate the necessary
that were significantly larger in radius formal agreements. (Soviet writers
than the range of space weapons and have already called for the estab-
their targeting systems, attackers lishment of exclusionary zones in
would have to identify their belliger- space.)4'

ency by moving into a keep-out zone Moreover, in the past decade, legal
well before they could begin to fire. groundwork has been laid for the es-
This fact might well encourage an ag- tablishment of keep-out zones. The
gressor to give up the idea of direct "Blau-Goure Doctrine" bases the
attack entirely. legality of such zones on the right of

In addition, keep-out zones would self-defense as a principle of national
also address the previousl mentioned policy and international law.42 More
problem of space mines. If deploy- recent legal analysis of keep-out zones
ment of these small, remotely con- makes a case for their legality in rela-
trolled bombs were to be allowed near tion to existing space accords (such as
a critical number of space assets, It the Outer Space Treaty) and their
might bring an offensively minded na- utility in building space stability.4 3

tion to believe that an attack in space The reasonability of such zones (and
could be instantaneously successful. thus their legality) would seem to
If each nation's platforms were instead depend primarily on whether they
separated from those of others in would interfere with navigation and
designated high-orbit keep-out zones, whether their use would be nonaggres-
mine-laying vehicles would have to sive."
betray their Intentions (before com- To keep such zones from interfering
mencing mining operations) by moving with navigation, they could be located
Into the zones. Thus, each side would as h as they mld be tehav tie t rect o mi~igopratons as much as 100,000 miles above the
have time to react to mining operations earth. In addition, each nation could
and the chances of gains from offensive be limited to only one such zone.
actions would be reduced. Thus, the United States, the Soviet

Practically speaking, and in view of Union, and a hypothetical third space
the fact that directed-energy weapons power could maintain keep-out zones
might be able to fire at and hit targets centered on equatorial orbits at
thousands of miles distant, effective 100,000, 90,000, and 80.000 miles al-
keep-out zones might have to be huge. titude. Location of zones so far from
A hypothetical example would be a earth would certainly allow room for
zone along an orbit 50,000 miles above space missions to circumnavigate (al-
the equator. This zone, if the effective though clearance could be requested
range of laser weapons were 3,000 through) these areas and thus they
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would provide no barrier to space ing force's orbit from circular to highly
travel, elliptical. This would br'ng the

A high-low deployment mix with the counterattacking force down into the
high-orbit portion of the space force low-orbit area where (using stealth or
placed in a keep-out zone would thus an approach "out of the sun") it could
offer the United States several ad- attack blockldLig forces.
vantages. The survivability of US The attack would be most effective if
space forces would be improved it were concentrated against that por-
through increased ability to survive the tion of the cordon then covering US
transition from peace to war and would launch areas. If such an attack did not
provide a number of options to restore destroy this porlion of the blockade, it
US power should war come. might still weaken or distract the

blockading forces enough to get a high
percentage of launching US 'orces

Restorative Measures safely Into space.
Blockading forces, in defending

Perhaps the greatest benefit of having themselves passively (by shielding sen-
erhapssors) or actively (by turning their

a reserve force in a high-orbit keep-out
zone would be that such a force could weapons on the attackers), would lose

some (hopefully most) of their ability to
take effective restorative measures intercept boosting weapons. US
against a space attack. Adversarial weapons successfully running the
understanding of this fact might serve blockade would then be in a position
to deter such an attack in the first to compete with enemy forces on much
place, but, if it did not, the United more even terms.
States would have the maximum num- An important plus in this restorative
ber of options in responding to an at- scenario is that only a fraction of a
tempt to impose a space blockade. All blockader's space forces could be
the discussed options (toleration, within shooting range of any given

military and nonmilitary responses. launch area at one time. This factor

and direct and indirect attacks) would means that high-orbit reserve forces

still exist. a warfighting capability in much smaller than the adversary's
total low-orbit forces could be effectivespace would enhance their utility. For atbeknablcd.

example. if a president decided to atbeknablcd.
examle.If apreidet deide toA further plus in the restorative

respond to a blockade through non- A r cou be geet rop-

military action, that action would bc er cod al USnfres In the
erly coordinating all US forces in the

backed by a credible in-kind mihtary attack. For example. the blockade
response available for use as a second could be attacked in the neighborhood
step in pressuring opponents. of mountaintop ground-based lasers to

Of course, to serve In this role or to allow ground-, air-, and space-based
break a blockade by direct attack, tac- forces to work in concert.
tics and strategy for the reserve force Note that nothing in this scenario
must be developed. Though answers addresses what would be going on in
in those areas must evolve through terrestrial theaters. There is no way to
analysis, the following scenario il- prove that a space conflict could be
lustrates a potential approach. limited to space, but having a reserve

To break a blockade, platforms In a force would Increase that possibility.
high-orbit keep-out zone would boost Without such a force. the United States
for deboost) to change their orbits and would have to run much greater risks
counterattack into low orbits. The of widening and escalating the conflict
most efficient way to accomplish this to break a space blockade. If the con-
would be to change the counterattack- flict should widen and escalate. the
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United States would certainly be in a deploy second because another nation
more tenable position with space con- had deployed first. If the United States
trol than without it. In short, any fu- were to deploy first, it would have a
ture that includes the weapoeization of further choice of whether to blockade
space (which the author believes can- other nations or to allow them to
not be prevented) would be safer for the deploy weapons to space. If the United
United States if opponents were to States allowed others to deploy second.
believe that their use of such weapons or if there were a dead heat in weapon
v., ,,'d elicit an equivalent response. deployments, the United States would

face the vulnerability problems already
discussed unless it used the high-low

Conclusions survivability plan outlined in this
paper. If another nation deployed first,

The superpowers' space weapons re- the United States would face the same
search programs have until now been risks it would run if it decided not to
viewed almost entirely in the context of deploy weaporis to space at all.
their possible effects on full-scale. 'in- The questions are: What is the

safest course of action for the United
limited nuclear war. Given the deep- States within the possibilities outlined
seated fear of nuclear war, this and what is the best outcome? From
orientation has been understandable. the US point of view, the safest course
It is in the area of more limited, non- of action would be to Droceed with
nuclear warfare, however, that space actions culminating in deployment.
weapons will have their most immedi- From another nation's point of view, its
ate effect on the force-influence of na- safest course of action would be to
tions. follow the same plan. In the interests

This paper has suggested a deploy- of mutual stability (from a position in-
ment of space weapons (co-occupancy corporating the interests of all sides).
with a high-low force mix and with the best outcome would be co-
keep-out zones) that could promote in- occupancy and a high-low mix of
ternational stability and peace and weapons assigned to keep-out zones
avoid undesirable futures. However, because this situation is less threaten-
for the reasons discussed, the United ing for all concerned. Since coor-
States cannot guarantee simultaneous dinated. simultaneous deployment
depkhyment to achieve that stability. may be impossible to achieve, the best
In reality. the United States is limited outcome (from the US point of view)
to one of two choices-to deploy or not would be achieving US deployment
to deploy weapons to space. first. Deploying first would probably

If the United States chooses not to have a disconcerting effect on relations
deploy weapons to space. It risks the between the United States and the
undesirable consequences of a block- Soviet Union, but the United States
ade previously mentioned. That risk would have it within its power to re-
would probably increase with the pas- store harmony by building stability. If
sage of time as other nations approach in deploying first, the United States
the capability of placing Intercept placed Intercept weapons in both high
weapons in space. and low orbits, it would send a signal

If the United States chooses to that should be reasonably clear-the
deploy weapons to space, one of three United States is deploying for stability
conditions will result. The United in a future of space co-occupancy.
States might be first to deploy such Such a message could be reinforced by
weapons: It might deploy at the same negotiations assigning keep-out zones
time as another nation: or it might find to the space forces of both sides. Sub-
that it had no option but to try to sequently, the United States could
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allow co-occupancy. thereby improv- to justify a different course of action
ing and reinforcing mutual stability, within the context of potential conse-

The path outlined in the previous quences.
paragraph may seem somewhat un- Alternative analyses are, in fact,
satisfactory because it entails pursu- needed so that the strength of the
ing an independent course of action American system. full and open dis-
rather than a cooperative solution. cussion, can operate to produce the
One can appreciate, however, that not best possible policy options and
all the problems discussed have easy strategies. Americans have expended
answers, all the elements of which are great effort in examining the potentda!
completely satisfactory. There are un- effects of space weapons upon nuclear
doubtedly othe, viewpoints that conflict. Now, an equivalent effort
should be considered in this issue, but must be made to help this nation set
rejecting the proposed course of action the safest course through potential
entails a corresponding responsibility space blockades.
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37 of this pamphlet implies that the less corn- ing arunents for space exclusionary zones.
plicated a system is. the less It needs to be 41. F. Kenneth Schwetje. "Protecting Space
tested. The question of how much testing an Assets: A Legal Analysis of Keep-Out Zones,"
adversary would need before Imposing a block- Journal of Space Law 15. no. 2 (1987): 131-46.
ade (especially given potential crisis cir- 42. Ibid.. 8-10.
ernmstances) must be addressed in future 43. Ibid.. 12-14.
studies. 44. The mobtl, advantage of high versus

32. Martin Sieff. "Russia's New Rocket low orbit piatforms is discussed further in G.
Could Tilt Space Power Balance to Soviets," Harry Stine. Confrontation In Space (Englewood
Washington Times, 18 May 1987, 6. See al-o Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981). Pages
Peter Almond, 'Pentagon Warns of New Soviet 55-58 outline the doctrine of the gravity well.
Space Arms Buildup." Washington imes. Stine crd~ts Dr Robert S. Richardson with the
16 November 1987. 1. authorship of this doctrine in his April 1943

33. One has to ask whether a space arms article "Space Fix" in Astounding Science Fe-
accord would limit either the size or number of tion.
a nation's space platforms. For example. if an 45. See Karl von Clausewitz. On War
agreement limited the number but not the size. (Washington. D.C.: Infantry Journal Press.
would it not be possible to use huge platforms 1950). 428-31. for information on the cordon.
to conceal large numbers of space weapons?
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